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Abstract

This study aims at emphasizing the effects of reflective boundary conditions (BC) on direct imaging with the help of simulation
of radiative transfer in dense media lighted by laser beams. The direct method is based on the formation of an image whose contrast
is determined by a combination of the asymptotic logarithmic regime back-scattered slopes obtained at locations distributed on
the sample surface. It is found that the asymptotic logarithmic regime is strongly dependent on the frontier reflectivity. As may
be expected from physics, reflecting BC damage the image directly obtained as the longer path of the photons tends to blur the
contrast.

1. Introduction

Among the new imaging modalities expected to be available in the future, optical tomography is one of the most promising.
Used in industrial contexts such as flow diagnostics, substantial research is driven by biological imaging. The current applied
technology is Optical Coherence Tomography [1, 2] and fluorescence tomography [3, 4]. The interest in optical tomography relies
on the nature of the radiation. As the name indicates, visible or infrared radiation (non ionizing) is used. Hence, equipment based
on that technology is expected to be easy to handle, thus cheaper, while being harmless for the object to be probed. Low spatial
resolution of this imaging method appears with high scattering properties, as in biological tissues, which makes light propagation a
diffuse process (another example of the scattering effect is the sky blue colour due to intense scattering of the shortest wavelengths
which are diffused when entering the atmosphere, the so-called Rayleigh diffusion).

In direct tomography, a measurable variable of the transmitted and / or reflected signals is processed in order to extract some
information about the inside of a semi-transparent medium on which a laser beam has been applied. This may be the case when
back-projection of the transmitted light is used along the collimated beam direction or when the apparent time-of-flight of photons
is employed. In that sense, optical tomography may be compared to X-ray computer tomography [5]. In material with a high
level of scattering, direct tomography is of limited use because photons do not progress on a straight line and the reconstruction
is made non-linear, which prohibits the use of direct reconstruction methods such as the Radon transform. Techniques such as
time-gating [6, 7] and spatial filtering [8] have been developed to track the less-scattered photons (the ones following as close as
possible the collimated direction) but the high extinction precludes the probing of thick media. Other authors have made use of
the apparent path of the photons due to the numerous scattering events through the time-of-flight of the transmitted maximum
of a laser impulse [9]. The knowledge of this path is expected to provide empirical correlation for generating data but no imaging
has been developed based on this method. Hence, it is unlikely that remote probing methods based on the collimated beam may
be useful in a field of interest involving highly scattering semi-transparent media, like biomedical imaging. This is the reason why
researchers have explored means of using the diffuse part of the signal since, in a high scattering (but low absorbing) medium,
diffuse light carries not only the most energetic part of the signal but also the most informative part as well. This is due to
the long time of travel that these photons spend within the medium. One of the most important features of a transient diffuse
signal is its Asymptotic Logarithmic Slope (ALS) which arises long after the laser shot. Several studies made use of the ALS to
determine the optical properties of some simple homogeneous media [10, 11]. This technique has been extended to layered media
[12], in the case of the application to brain oxygenation non-invasive measurement, the head being described as a multi-layered
volume. Other areas are now very sensitive to this probing protocol making use of the diffuse signal as in the food industry [13],
oceanography and fisheries [14, 15]. More recently, it has been emphasized how the ALS could be used to reveal the presence of an
inclusion inside a medium [16, 17] and numerical studies have paved the way to a potential imaging tool for direct reconstruction
using the ALS diffuse signal [18, 19]. This kind of tool for direct imaging, in the best case, is limited to structural information
and the optical properties (which are a sign of inclusion identification) remain unreachable. The scattering property is related to
the fine architecture of the material. If the architecture dimensions are of the order of the optical wavelength, scattering occurs
[20]. Absorption is more related to the nature of the material. Another means of making use of all the information embedded in
the diffuse signal is the inverse problem applied to reconstruction tomography. Much effort has been applied recently to making
this imaging modality available given the new computing resources, such as clusters of P.Cs [21]. Reconstruction tomography
aims at deriving quantitative images of the distribution of optical properties (σs and κ, respectively the scattering and absorption
coefficients, both in m−1) of an irradiated medium given some measurements acquired at the boundary [22]. Other properties may
also be obtained [23, 24]. Rhumatoid arthritis diagnosis is a promising application [25, 26]. Inverse problems make use of a transport
model [27, 28, 29]. The experimental set-up consists of light guided by optical fibres to the surface of the sample and detecting
fibres are used to collect the emerging light from the boundaries. When applied in the time-domain, several studies, [30, 31], have
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shown that filtering the data in favour of the long-term diffuse photons helps improve the quality of the reconstruction, for the
same reason as mentioned before (long term photons have deeply probed the sample).

Boundary condition is not a subject frequently discussed. Some reconstructions have been done by considering boundaries,
[29, 23, 27], while others not [32, 33]. Few publications report the consideration of boundary conditions versus imaging accuracy.
Reflective boundary conditions for the diffusion approximation have been investigated [34]. For inverse reconstruction problems,
it is worth noting that reflective boundary conditions are a way to enforce photons to stay longer within the sample. This has
the same effects as long-term filtering, as demonstrated in [35], while being applicable to steady-state [26] or frequency-domain
techniques [36, 37, 38]. In these latter approaches, time filtering is not available.

The aim of this study is to investigate the response of direct imaging with respect to reflective boundary conditions. The study
is purely numerical and the algorithm is detailed in [39, 18, 19]. The first section presents the model problem. In the second
section, direct imaging is explored in a way similar to [18, 19, 40] but with the focus put on the change in the contrast of the
image when reflection occurs at the boundary.

2. Model Problem

2.1 Algorithm

Light pulse propagation is of a hyperbolic nature. The time-dependent Boltzmann-type RTE given below [41, 31] is retained
with usual notations:
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This equation is strongly linked to the particle interpretation of light. Intensities I (or Ic) depend on ~Ω, ~Ω′ (or ~Ωc), given the
context. The development to the first order of the Henyey-Greenstein function is utilized for the phase function Φ [42]:

Φ(~Ω′, ~Ω) = 1 + 3g cos(~Ω′, ~Ω) (2)

where g is the anisotropy factor, in other words, the mean cosine of the scattered directions with respect to the incident one. The
medium is non-emitting. The closure at the frontier is achieved by:
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Ic and ~Ωc are described in the next section. ρ is the reflectivity and is defined later.

2.1.1 Collimated Irradiation

Energy enters the system through incident pulse irradiation. It is analytically integrated on its straight characteristic path ~Ωc.
Energy lost by the beam is gained by the medium through absorption and injected in the field of induced radiation intensity through
scattering. This is the role of the last term in Eq. 1. The Bouguer-Beer-Lambert extinction law governs the collimated irradiation:
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Similar treatments of boundary emanating radiation have already been introduced for the homogeneous case, [43, 44, 45], to
counter the ray effect. This effect arises when the discrete ordinates quadrature set does not contain all the directions in common
with the boundary emanating intensity. The formal solution of Eq. 4 is:

Ic(~rc, t) = Iof(~rc − c

n
t)e

− R d~rc

�
κ(~rc)+σs(~rc)

�
(5)

f is the normalized pulse shape. Io is the maximum intensity. ~rc = ~r · ~Ωc is the distance along the beam path with respect to
beam impingement location. Beam impingement is retained as the origin of the coordinate frame and time.

2.1.2 Initial and Boundary Conditions

No light exists in the medium before irradiation impingement. The reflectivity, ρ, is obtained at the boundary thanks to
Fresnel-type laws as tested in [28]:

ρ =
sin2(α1 − α2) + sin2(α1 + α2)

2 cos(α1)
(6)
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α1 is the angle with respect to the outgoing normal ~n of the impinging intensity from the inside of the sample. α2 is the
corresponding transmitted angle in air. Both are linked by Descartes refraction laws (incident, refracted and reflected beams are
all included in a plane containing the local normal to the interface ~n):

n sin(α1) = sin(α2) (7)

The refractive index of the sample is n while the one of air is considered as unity. The transmitivity, τ , is obtain through conservation
of the intensity:

τ = 1− ρ cos(α1) (8)

The detectors are considered to have a full hemispherical aperture, nevertheless only the angles of emergence (τ > 0) contribute
to the signal. The boundary quantity that is measurable (the exitance) is defined as:

d(I) =

Z
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1)I
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(9)

This expression is written in terms of quantities inside the sample (subscript 1) as, because of flux conservation, the hemispherical
collection of emerging intensity (i.e., for τ(Ω1) 6= 0) is the same before and after refraction.

Equation 6 makes the assumption that a beam normal to a surface is not reflected and is fully transmitted. This assumption
facilitates the analytical treatment of the collimated beam. Otherwise, the solution for an optical cavity should have been developed.

2.2 Numerical Treatment

The RTE (Eq. 1) is solved on a discrete set of M spatial directions covering 4π sr solid angle. They are weighted so that space
symmetry and boundary radiative balances are achieved. The discrete ordinates method has to be coupled with numerical schemes
for divergence calculation and time stepping. In the following, the finite-difference method is used with, as numerical scheme, the
Piecewise Parabolic Advection (PPA) TVD scheme [46, 47]. The source terms are treated implicitly and the Euler method is used
for time integration. More details may be found in [39, 18].

The Bouguer extinction law for the collimated laser pulse is integrated with the help of a third order Runge-Kutta scheme.
This enables the treatment of non-homogeneous material. Collimated and induced intensity fields are solved on collocated grids.
As the CFL number is put to 1/2, only one half time step over two is used to inject the total in-scattered collimated intensity into
Eq. 1 corresponding to the whole time step. This partly prevents spurious progression of photons while preserving the stability of
the method.

In the following sections, simulations are conducted in order to explore the effect of the boundary conditions on the emerging
signal. The level of reflectivity, through the Fresnel laws, is calibrated thanks to the refractive index of the medium (the outside
index is unity). The interest is on multi-dimensional simulations since, with an increase of the retention of the photons inside
the material due to frontier reflexion and lower light speed, it is expected that the emerging signals are delayed with reflective
boundary conditions. The main consequence is the necessity of calibrating the time span of the experiment in order to capture the
backscattered ALS which constitutes the trailing part of the signal.

3. 3-D Simulations

The sample model is a cube with two imbedded inclusions along its first diagonal at 30% and 70% of its physical length.
The inclusions also have a cubic shape whose geometrical size is 20% of the whole phantom. Those inclusions differ from the
background medium in terms of optical properties, namely scattering and absorption coefficients distribution.

The grid is 153 and the quadrature set is S4. The physical time span of the experiment has been chosen such that it corresponds
to twelve times the time required for light to travel across the medium. This ensures to reach the logarithmic regime and requires
180 explicit iterations (one iteration allows photons to travel from one grid node to its immediate neighbour). The top-hat pulse
duration, impinging normally to boundaries, is given by n/(σs + κ)c and the overall optical thickness of the cube, based on
background properties (see Fig. 1a), is τ = 10. In Fig 1, reflectance (normalized by the laser intensity) gathered at the point of
application of the laser beam (in the middle of the cube face – position (1) – and near one of its corner – position (2)) is displayed
for two levels of reflection (n = 1, n = 1.33). The detection point of the reflectance is the one of laser impingement. t∗travel is
the time normalized by the delay for the light to travel across the medium.

As expected, the logarithmic slope is more pronounced in the case of unity refractive index. No reflection occurs and light
easily escapes from the sample. It is also seen that for a given refractive index value, boundary effect makes the energy loss more
acute when the detector is in position (2). This position is close to a corner of the cube. At that location, impingement is very
near frontiers and radiations quickly escape. What is less obvious is the strong effect of reflection with respect to location of laser
application. According to Fig. 1, although the laser application point may be close to a cube corner, reflection prevents the light
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Fig. 1: Reflection levels on a 3-D medium. (a) Phantom (background: κ = 20m−1, σs = 9980m−1; top inclusion: κ = 15m−1,
σs = 13000m−1; bottom inclusion: κ = 25m−1, σs = 7000m−1. Position (1) for pulse impingement is at the front face centre,
position (2) is at the centre of the top right quarter). (b) Signature.

from escaping too much from the sample. This is to be compared to the case when the laser impinges at the centre of a face but
with no reflection. This may be explained by the fact that, as the boundaries are reflecting, light entering the medium does not
“see” (at least, partially) the frontier and remains in the sample such that the boundary effect appearing at the corner is weakened.
For comparison, in the case of no reflection, although light is applied at the centre of a face, it escapes easily from the medium.
This leads to a sharper log-slope.

Now, it is important to recall the manner by which the image is formed [18]. The imaging contrast is obtained by back-
projecting the log-slope of the reflected intensity along the half-line of sight following the laser beam direction. After a complete
rotation around the sample, each node within the domain has been visited by three back-propagations of log-slope magnitude.
As a convention, the imaging contrast is given by the multiplication of these three values. Effects due to the finiteness of the
geometry of the sample exist. A spatial filtering has to be applied to separate the contrast long scales, due to the sample shape,
from the short scales, related to the inclusions presence. For ease, as it is numerically possible, use is made of the difference of the
log-slopes between the sample to be probed and the homogeneous one with the same background properties.

Figures 2a & b show reconstructions of the sample with and without reflection. The following comments can be made. First,
the imaging contrast given by the log-slopes is reduced in the case of reflection. Second, the upper inclusion has disappeared.
The underlying physical interpretation is the following: the imaging contrast is satisfactory when the log-slopes gathered on the
frontier are related to the inclusion in the corresponding line-of-sight. This is at the core of this direct reconstruction methodology
based on the back-scattered signal. Obviously, this relation is dramatically weakened with strong reflection. Most of the light is
redistributed in the medium instead of leaving the medium when it passes a frontier. The outgoing information is thus blurred as
less directly related to the immediate neighbourhood of the inclusion.

To address the contrast accuracy regarding boundary reflection properties, another direct imaging simulation has been achieved
with inclusions of different natures. Instead of having “cross differences” with respect to the background properties in absorption
and scattering as in the former case, both inclusions are here the same with κ = 15m−1 and σs = 13000m−1. The results are
given in Figs 3a & b. In that case, both inhomogeneities are retrieved, although reflection still diminishes the contrast. In fact,
a general trend of contrast flattening is to be expected with reflective boundary conditions since they contribute to homogeneize
the photons distribution inside the sample volume. Reflecting boundary conditions may thus be a source of reliability issues with
this imaging technology.

3-D imaging simulations, being computationally very intensive, have been conducted on a Xeon processor 1MB cache 4GB
over a time span of 290h each.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 2: Direct reconstruction. (a) Reconstruction in case of no reflection (n = 1), combined log-slope range: 1.84 · 10−34 -
3.32 · 10−34. (b) Reconstruction with reflective boundaries (n = 1.33), combined log-slope range: 4.57 · 10−37 - 6.85 · 10−36. The
log-slope values are normalized by the pulse duration. Optical properties background: κ = 20m−1, σs = 9980m−1; top inclusion:
κ = 15m−1, σs = 13000m−1; bottom inclusion: κ = 25m−1, σs = 7000m−1.

(a) (b)

Fig. 3: Direct reconstruction. (a) Reconstruction in case of no reflection (n = 1), combined log-slope range: 2.15 · 10−28 -
2.23 · 10−28. (b) Reconstruction with reflective boundaries (n = 1.33), combined log-slope range: 9.19 · 10−32 - 2.02 · 10−31.
The log-slope values are normalized by the pulse duration. Optical properties background: κ = 20m−1, σs = 9980m−1; both
inclusions: κ = 15m−1, σs = 13000m−1.
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4. Conclusion

Direct imaging does not seem to profit from reflection at the frontiers. A logical interpretation is the way the information
carried by the long term photons is mixed when these latter are enforced to stay too much time in the domain. The imaging method
based on the log-slope is more reliable when photons leave quickly the sample as the underlying assumption is the sensitivity of the
log-slope to the closer inhomogeneities. Otherwise, reflection redistributes informative photons inside the sample with the effect of
blurring the final image contrast. Back-scattered photons carrying information about an inclusion in the line of sight of the laser
shot are reflected, return into the domain and are likely to leave the domain at another boundary location.

This direct imaging methodology is believed to be a fast, convenient approach to obtain structural information from a dense,
scattering medium of a moderate thickness. Nevertheless, this study demonstrates that a real set-up should take care of the
environment to mitigate reflection at the interface with the sample. Otherwise, the reliability may be strongly jeopardized.
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